Introduction
There are complex systems that can be described as many objects with connections among them. These systems are called complex networks, the objects are called vertices or nodes, and the connections are called edges. Most of the networks are growing: many new vertices appear and some vertices disappear, and it is also true to the edges. These networks can be described mathematically as a series of graphs, so the literature of complex networks uses almost the same terminology as graph theory. Networks can be undirected, if the vertices in both ends of the edges have the same role, like in the Internet, or directed, like the Worldwide Web, where the pages are the vertices and the edges are the links between the web pages. The degree of a vertex refers to how many edges join to it. One of the most important properties of networks is the degrees of its nodes, which can be described and plotted as a degree distribution.
The computers and the Internet made it possible at the end of the 20 th Century to collect data on large networks, and it turned out that most networks have a powerlaw function as their degree distributions; these types of networks are called scale-free networks [1] . The average degree is not a typical degree in these networks. In scale-free networks there are a lot of vertices with a small number of neighbours and there are some nodes, the hubs, with a number of neighbours a magnitude bigger than the average degree (the arithmetic mean of the degrees). The degree distribution is just one of the many useful measures that can be used to describe a complex network.
Our aim was to develop software that matches the demands of teaching complex networks in higher education, software that is easy to use and extend, open source, and possibly free of charge. There are many tools that can be used to investigate networks. There are network analyser programs with graphical user interface, such as Network Workbench [2] and Pajek [3] , which can be used for graph visualization and analysis. They are easy to use, but developing new algorithms for them is quite difficult. Network Workbench runs on most operating systems that support Java. Pajek runs on Windows and with Wine on Linux. The Boost Graph Library implements many graph algorithms in C++ [4] , but programming in C++ needs quite a lot of skills. As we stated, Python language is object oriented, but it has a very clear syntax that can be learned with middle-level programming skills, and we decided to use that language. In the Python language, there are two notable network analyzer packages: the igraph and NetworkX. These packages have implemented the most important algorithms of network analysis, but -as their developers do not want them to depend on many other packagesthey do not have functions for plotting degree distribution and other functions that are useful in visualizing network properties and for acquisition of the data of special networks.
We developed the cxnet package of the Python language to make the investigations of networks easier. The Python language is ideal for education because it has a straightforward syntax, an excellent interactive shell and many useful standard and third party packages, and it is a free software. The cxnet package has many features beyond the features of the packages it is based on. It can create the network of the software packages of the Debian and Ubuntu Linux in tens of seconds and store these networks into files for further investigation. It can create and plot the degree distributions of any network, and plot it with several binning methods or as cumulative distribution. In the event the distribution is scale-free, it can determine its exponent with an equation that can be derived by the maximum likelihood method and plot a power-law function with this exponent easily. It is able to plot the neighbourhood of a package with edges and vertices coloured according to type, to list the names of the packages with the highest degree, indegree or outdegree, and to create statistics about the types of the vertices and edges. All but plotting can run on a server computer without graphical user interface, so it can be used to automate data acquisition and in dynamic web pages as well.
The four Python packages cxnet is based on to achieve these goals are:
 igraph for investigating, plotting, storing and loading networks,  matplotlib for plotting diagrams, and  python-apt for obtaining the properties of the Linux packages and the connections among them.
In our centre, the students may participate in a course called "Investigation of complex networks". This gives students the possibility to learn the theoretical basics of network science: the most important measures characterizing the structure of the networks, the models of growing networks, and methods to generate networks with given properties. They learn not only the theory, but also how to analyse networks and write programs using the software packages of the Python language, including the cxnet software package. In addition to the network of the Linux software packages, the cxnet package can fetch a lot of archived networks to study from its webpage.
Requirements and Installation of the Cxnet Software Package
The cxnet software package is written in the Python language, a general purpose object oriented language [5] . This package is based on several other packages. The most important dependency is the igraph network analyser package [6] . It is written mainly in C language to reach its goal, to be able to analyse huge networks fast. It can be used not only in C and C++ programs; it also has extensions for the Python and R languages. The igraph package has implemented most of the algorithms of the complex network science as well as an advanced network visualisation. Earlier version of cxnet based on another network analyzer package was named NetworkX [7] . To plot functions such as the degree distribution we need the pylab Python module of the matplotlib plotting package [8] . Pylab uses the array data type of the numpy package to store row vectors of float numbers and the matplotlib module to plot functions. Pylab combines these two modules to get functionalities nearly equivalent to that of MATLAB. The aim of our package is not to hide the possibilities of igraph, pylab and numpy, but to help to use them together. The last package is the python-apt [9], which is needed to provide cxnet with information about the software packages of Linux.
These packages can be installed on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X as well, except for the python-apt package. We can create the software package network just on Linux distributions using the APT package management tool, such as Ubuntu and Debian. APT is the standard installation tool of Ubuntu and its detailed description can be found in the next section. It is recommended to install cxnet on Ubuntu Linux distribution version 12.04 or later. On the Ubuntu 12.04, the numpy, python-apt, ipython, igraph, networkx and matplotlib software packages can be installed using the APT package management tool. The stable and development version of the cxnet package can be downloaded by the git version control system. The up-to-date description of the installation process can be found in the documentation of cxnet [10] .
The cxnet package is a rather complex program. Large part of the package can be tested automatically with the unit tests included in the package. Running of these unit tests (and the unit tests of the igraph package) is advisable to test that the package works on that platform as expected.
The cxnet and igraph packages use the unittest module of the standard library of the Python program language for unit tests. This makes possible to check, that the functions returns with the expected value for the given parameters, and raises the expected exceptions for the parameters, that have no sense.
The Software Package Network of Linux
Most of the Linux distributions have precompiled binary files for one or more processor architectures. Some distributions, like Ubuntu and Debian, use the same package management format, the deb format, developed by the Debian developers. The most convenient way to install these packages is to use the APT package management tool in command line or graphical user interface. APT can handle package repositories stored on the Internet. APT needs to know the dependencies of the packages to install, update or remove them. These dependencies and other connections are stored in compressed text files that can be downloaded from the repositories. In these files the dependencies (the packages a package depends on) of all packages are listed. There are, however, dependencies that are not real packages, and they cannot be downloaded; these packages are called virtual packages. In Figure 1 , the editor package is a virtual package. More packages can provide the same virtual packages, so if one package has the editor as a dependency, one of the packages that provides editor is enough to install. These provisions are stored in the same file as the dependencies, along with other types of connections between packages, such as recommendations and suggestions [11] .
In the software package network generated by cxnet, the packages are the vertices and these connections are the edges. It stores two types of packages (real, virtual) and three types of connections (dependencies, recommendation, provision). This is a directed network: The direction of the arrow in the third case has been chosen to be retrograde in the sense that in this case the connection information is listed at the package at the arrow head (at the target of the edge). The cxnet package uses colours on the plots to distinguish between the types of the vertices and edges, as can be seen in Fig. 1 .
The software package network of the Debian distributions and its evolution are studied in the referenced articles [12, 13] . These analyses include only the real packages and the dependencies. The cxnet package can create and store a more detailed network of the connections between packages. It is a good exercise for the students to study how the properties of the network changes with the presence and absence of the virtual packages. 
Investigating the Structure and the Evolution of Complex Networks
The structure of a diverse set of complex networks can be studied with cxnet. These networks include the software package network detailed earlier, the coauthorship networks of several fields of physics, the Internet at the autonomous system level, part of the Worldwide Web, the neural network of a worm, and the network of protein-protein interaction in yeast. However, cxnet is able to download network files from its webpage. The recent version of igraph (0.6) has its own network repository [14] as an alternative method to fetch networks to study. These networks include directed and undirected networks, bigger or smaller networks, and artificial and natural networks. Most of them are evolving networks, which means that new vertices and edges appear in this networks and some vertices can disappear as well, so the graph that describes the networks changes as the size of these networks grows. The evolution of complex networks can be studied using the thousands of software package networks of several versions of Ubuntu and Debian that have been stored. 
Plotting the Degree Distribution
The degree distribution of a network is the p function that assigns to every natural number the probability that a randomly chosen vertex has this degree. The cumulative degree distributions of a network is the P function that assigns to every non-negative number the probability that a randomly chosen vertex has a degree equal or bigger than this value. In equations:
We can define indegree distribution or outdegree distribution and their cumulative analogously.
The plotting of the degree distribution (with or without the approximate powerlaw distribution) is easy with the cxnet package, as the examples in the appendix show. We can plot degree distribution or cumulative degree distribution. For the degree distribution we can choose three binning methods. In the first, the width of the bins is one degree. The second is logarithmic binning, which is widely used for plotting the degree distribution of the scale-free networks (Figure 2 ). The third is the method that is called the "ondemand" method by cxnet. In this method, the width of the bins depends on the degrees of the vertices. There is a division point between the degrees i and j if there is at least 1 vertex with degree i and at least 1 vertex with degree j, but there is no vertex with degrees between i and j. The division point is at the geometric mean of the two degrees (√ ). In Figure 3 a part of a degree distribution was plotted with ondemand binning using points and bars. The vertical edges of the bars are at the division points. The abscissas of the diamonds are the existing degrees in the network. In the cxnet program, we can set the binning method with the parameter values "all", "log" and "ondemand", respectively, as can be seen in the appendix. As we can see in Figure 4 , the degree distribution of all networks (directed and undirected) can be plotted by the cxnet package.
The Clustering Coefficient Degree Diagram
The clustering coefficient is a number of the [0, 1] interval defined for the vertices of a network and for the whole network. For a vertex this coefficient is 1 if each of its neighbours is connected to the other neighbours and 0 if none of its neighbours are connected. The exact definition of the clustering coefficient of a vertex i is the quotient of the number of existing edges between its neighbours and the maximal number of edges that could be between neighbours. In this definition, the network is handled as an undirected and simple one. The simple graph has no multiple edges between vertices and has no loop edge having the same vertex at its ends. The maximal edges between the neighbours of vertex i is ( ( )) , so the clustering coefficient of the vertex i is
The cxnet package is able to plot the clustering coefficient as a function of degree ( Figures 5 and 6 ). The ordinate of the point in this plot is the arithmetic mean of the clustering coefficient of the vertices with the same degree. This function was investigated in the articles [15, 16] and it was concluded that the clustering coefficient in many real networks decreases roughly inversely proportional to the degree, and this is an indication of the hierarchical property of these networks. The clustering coefficient of the network is the arithmetic mean of the clustering coefficients of the vertices. In almost all networks the probability that there is an edge between two randomly chosen vertices is far less than the probability in the case that the two randomly chosen vertices would be chosen with the condition that the two vertices should have a common neighbour. In the example of a friendship network, the possibility that my two friends are friends of each other is more than the possibility that two members chosen from this network are friends. This property can be quantified with the clustering coefficient. The clustering coefficient of real networks is some order of magnitude higher than it would be if the edges would connect vertices randomly.
The clustering coefficient has no meaning for vertices with a degree of zero or one, so there are two possibilities to calculate the clustering coefficient of the network. In the igraph and cxnet packages, this coefficient is calculated as the average for the vertices with a degree more than one. Another possibility is also common in the literature: defining a value -usually 1 -as the clustering coefficient of these vertices, and the clustering coefficient of the network includes all vertices.
Documentation and Educational Materials
The cxnet package has a fairly up-to-date documentation on the webpage of the cxnet package [10] . This includes a detailed tutorial (English and Hungarian) and package reference for this package (English).
The educational materials for the "Complex networks" course, which was developed in our centre, are mainly in Hungarian. The syllabus and some video tutorials can be found on the web. Students can access tests on the e-learning (Moodle) website of Óbuda University. These tests cover the theory of complex networks, the software development in Python and the usage of the igraph, cxnet and pylab modules. Our earlier article [17] details some of the properties of the software package network, which can be studied with the cxnet module.
A book by Mark Newman [18] is big help for teachers and ambitious students. There are also some papers available for free on the web that include a summary of the most important concepts of complex networks as well as the properties of many real networks [1, 19, 20] . There are some other articles about more specific fields of complex networks that are also useful in education [15, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Conclusions
The Python language with the cxnet package can be used to study networks easily, so it is an ideal tool for courses in higher education. On deb-package-based Linux distributions, the cxnet package is able to create the software package network of Linux, a large and fast evolving directed network. The most important network properties and the laws of network evolution can be studied with the cxnet packages using this and many other archived networks. This package is unique in the sense that it unifies some of the benefits of other packages without their drawbacks. These advantages are:
 the fast computation of the network properties for networks with millions of vertices as well,  the plotting of the degree distribution with several binning methods or as a cumulative distribution,  the plotting of the average clustering coefficient against the degree, to decide whether the network is hierarchical or not,  the easy interactive investigation of the networks with the Python shell,  the possibility to create the software package network of Linux.
As it is written in Python, the cxnet package gives the possibility for the students to implement algorithms easily in object oriented or procedural style. The documentation of the python-apt program, http://apt.alioth.debian.org/python-apt-doc
